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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2013-2014 
 


Alabama Delta Upsilon 


A. Initiations 
 


At the beginning of the fall and spring semesters the faculty adviser reviewed the standings of all 


upper division University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) Mechanical Engineering students. 


All students with Junior standing were evaluated to determine if their standing was in the upper 


25% of classmates, while all students with Senior standing were evaluated to determine if their 


standing was in the upper 33% of classmates. The transcripts for those students meeting the 


above criteria were then reviewed to ensure that student has achieved proper standing within the 


Mechanical Engineering program. Those students who completed coursework was consistent 


with their class standing were sent invites into the chapter. 


 


Students who respond to the invitation are welcomed to attend the initiation ceremony. Two 


initiation ceremonies were held during the 2013-2014 academic year hosted by the chapter 


President, Vice President and faculty adviser. The ceremonies begin with the new initiates lead 


into the room by the Vice President. Upon having the new initiates being seated the President 


begins the ritual. A slideshow is presented as the Vice President and President follow the Rituals 


of Pi Tau Sigma. After completing the rituals the new initiates are welcomed as members. 


 


The fall ceremony, held on November 27
th


, saw 12 students inducted into the chapter. A second 


ceremony, held on March 5
th


, had 19 students that were inducted. During the spring initiation 


ceremony an honorary member was initiated, Dr. Nicholas Lynn. As a member of the 


department’s faculty he displays the high ideals and promotes the ideals consistent with Pi Tau 


Sigma. In addition Dr. Lynn has agreed to serve as faculty advisor for the chapter. 


 


B. Chapter Activities 
 


During the beginning of the spring semester of 2014, Pi Tau Sigma made significant steps to 


raise their level of involvement at the UAH. To start, the president approached the UAH Director 


of Student Affairs, Ms. Nikki Goode, to inquire about the necessary process of becoming an 


official RSO (Registered Student Organization). Ms. Goode instructed the president that Pi Tau 


Sigma would need to first adopt a constitution and have a minimum of 5 officers lead this honor 


society.  


 


The Alabama Delta Upsilon Chapter’s faculty adviser, Dr. Donald Wallace, retired during the 


fall semester of 2013. This left Pi Tau Sigma with an additional responsibility of initiating a new 


faculty adviser. Dr. Nicholas Lynn stepped up to the challenge and became initiated as an 


honorary member on March 5
th


 2014.  


 


The previous 2013 leadership and the new faculty adviser, Dr. Lynn, immediately began working 


to ensure Pi Tau Sigma became an RSO.  The Alabama Delta Upsilon Chapter created and 







adopted a Constitution and Bylaws in January 2014. Further, three additional officers were 


elected to serve for the 2014 term. Pi Tau Sigma’s 2014 leadership is now comprised of a 


secretary, a treasurer, and an activities coordinator in addition to the already filled president and 


vice president positions. As a result of all these actions, the Alabama Delta Upsilon Chapter of Pi 


Tau Sigma became an official registered student organization formally recognized by the 


University of Alabama in Huntsville at the beginning of March 2014.  


 


The University of Alabama in Huntsville Pi Tau Sigma graduates of this past spring 2014 


ceremony were ordered cords and stoles for the first time within several years. This was 


encouraged by the 2014 leadership and faculty adviser as a way to enhance recognition of Pi Tau 


Sigma throughout UAH and increase an overall academic interest in the discipline of mechanical 


engineering.  


 


Although Pi Tau Sigma has not had the privilege of sponsoring a volunteering activity this year, 


several members individually took the initiative to volunteer on their own with various 


community programs. A few of these volunteer events were through the Red Cross, the 2014 


UAH Science Olympiad, and Charger Express (UAH new student orientation). The activities 


coordinator developed a new form in order to more easily document each student’s volunteer 


hours with the intent to recognize and reward Pi Tau Sigma members who volunteer the most.  


 


C. Other 


 


Our new Alabama Delta Upsilon faculty adviser, Dr. Nicholas Lynn, saw a way for Pi Tau 


Sigma to become more up to speed with technology already available for every UAH student. 


Google is the domain under which all UAH students are given their own email account. Dr. Lynn 


developed a Pi Tau Sigma Google group page to better improve communication with all active 


status UAH Pi Tau Sigma members.  


 








Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 
 


2016-2017 
 


Alabama Delta Upsilon Chapter 
 
 
 


A.  Initiations 
Undergraduate members were chosen from students in a mechanical engineering 
curriculum at the University of Alabama in Huntsville on a basis of sound engineering 


ability, scholarship and service, leadership, integrity, and were selected from the junior and 


senior classes, or their equivalents, as defined by the administration of the College of 


Engineering and the Department of Mechanical Engineering. To be considered for election 


to undergraduate membership, a student's grade point average must be greater or equal than 


3.25/4.0. Election of undergraduate members was done so that the maximum number of 


undergraduate members in each respective classification did exceed the percentage of the 


entire class as described later on. The eligible group for first term juniors was the upper 


25% and the maximum members allowed percentage wise is 17%. The eligible group for 


last term juniors was 33% and the maximum percentage of members was 25%. First term 


seniors are eligible if they are in the top 35% of their class and allowed to take up a 


maximum of 33% of the member population. Student grade information was sent to our 


advisor through University of Alabama in Huntsville Office of Academic Affairs. The 


advisor filtered through the grades and separated students 


based on credit hours to determine class standing. Using the criteria above, GPA was 


ranked from highest to lowest and initiates were picked from each class. Furthermore, the 


rankings were compared to previous year’s initiates in order to avoid contacting students 


already a member of Pi Tau Sigma. Chosen initiates were sent an email congratulating 


them on being eligible and selected. Students were also asked for a profile picture for social 


media and primary non-UAH email in order to be contacted about initiation ceremonies. 


Those who responded were invited to the Pi Tau Sigma initiation ceremony and those who 


could not attend were given the option to attend the make-up ceremony. After the 


ceremony, initiates took a survey to provide basic information about themselves for the 


chapter. For fall of 2016, no new inductees were initiated.  For spring 2017, the main 


initiation ceremony was held on April 26th, 2017 while the makeup ceremony was held on 


May 4th, 2017. A total of 10 initiates were inducted in the spring of 2017 and the lowest 


GPA selected was a 3.296/4.0. For the induction ceremony, Pi Tau Sigma rituals were 


followed. No formal celebration was conducted after the ceremony took place. 
 


 
 


B.  Chapter Activities 


Starting from scratch, the Alabama Delta Upsilon chapter contacted other Pi Tau Sigma 


chapters in Alabama in order to find information on their chapter activities, initiation 


ceremonies, and community work. From the information collected, a plan was created and 


sent to UAH’s College of Engineering, asking for financial support to fund our proposed 


social events for the 2017 and 2018 semesters. Furthermore, our advisor and two students 


from the Alabama Delta Upsilon chapter attended and participated in the Pi Tau Sigma 


2017 National Convention at Drexel University in Pennsylvania. An officer election 







meeting was held after the spring initiation ceremony on April 26th, 2017. The list of new 


officers include; President: Peyton Cornett, Vice- President: Tyler Boland, Treasurer: Alex 


McMullin, Activities Coordinator: Sayeh Naderian. Three officer meetings have been held 


to discuss future chapter activities for the fall of 2017. 


 


 


C.  Other 
 


No other information.







 
 








Full Annual Chapter Report 


2018-2019 


Alabama Delta Upsilon 


A. Inititations 


 


For our chapter, initiation selection greatly involves the faculty. There is a running list kept 


by the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). 


This list is updated before initiations to accurately reflect academic standing. This list is then 


collected by the student chapter heads and used to determine eligibility for Pi Tau Sigma. 


Following this, all students who qualify will be reached out to via email and informed that they 


have qualified. There is then individual communication to answer any questions. Then all 


interested individuals are informed about the initiation dates, dress requirements, and initiation 


fee. The requirements are directly from the national website for PTS.  


“Undergraduate members shall be chosen from students on a basis of 


sound engineering ability, scholarship service, leadership, and integrity. 


Members shall be selected from eligible candidates currently in the last 


two years of their mechanical engineering program. 


 


To be considered for election to undergraduate membership, a student's 


scholastic ranking must lie in the upper twenty-fifth (25) percentile of the 


student's respective classification with a grade point average greater than 


or equal to 3.25/4.0.” 


In addition, the rituals for initiation are pulled directly from the PTS National Website, 


these rituals were followed exactly, followed by a brief presentation given by the President and 


Vice President showing what we had done recently, what would be expected of new members, 


and what it means to be a part of Pi Tau Sigma. 


Two initiations were held this academic year. Both were held in the Spring Semester. The 


first was held April 8th and had 26 initiates, and the second was held April 19th and had 5 


initiates. 


 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


There were a few key activities this year for our chapter. The first of which took place 


during our school’s week of welcome, which is a one-week wind-up to the school year 


primarily to welcome freshman to the campus. Our chapter set up a booth in conjunction with 


Engineers Without Borders to speak to new freshman and help them with any questions they 


might have about the school. In addition, the PTS section of the booth was used to talk to 


people about interview etiquette, teach them how to tie ties and bowties, and inform them 


about ongoing research on campus so they could see what the professors do as engineers. We 







also gave out information about what Pi Tau Sigma is, how to get involved, and what the 


requirements are. 


 


 


 


 Another activity our chapter participated in was attending a research presentation by Dr. 


Masatoshi Hirabayashi who is a researcher involved in a joint mission between NASA, ESA, 


and JAXA along with many universities to investigate a top shaped asteroid. This was very  


interesting and really showed some incredible applications of our studies.  


 







 







 In addition to these on-campus activities, our chapter resumed attending the National 


Convention after not attending last year, and had many chapter meetings with our advisor to 


discuss growing the organization and improving things like our website, outreach, and 


involvement. 


 


C. Other 


 


This was a rebuilding year for our organization, we raised our number of members 


significantly, cooperated with another society on campus, and resumed attending the national 


convention. Going into next year our chapter will have record numbers and will be on track 


to being in good standing. 





